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Foreword
Dear ISSA Members and Maritime Colleagues

W
You can keep up to date with the
latest news on the ISSA website at
www.shipsupply.org and send in your
comments and views to the ISSA
Secretariat either by phone on +44
(0)20 7626 6236; Fax +44 (0)20
7626 6234 or alternatively email
secretariat@shipsupply.org

Follow us on twitter
@ISSAshipsupply

ithout doubt, we are all facing a very difficult end game to this dreadful pandemic
but there is now light at the end of the tunnel with the global roll out of the
vaccines and we will all get there.
2021 promises to be a very busy year for us here at ISSA and, while we are still relying on
video conferencing for all of our meetings, we have a heavy project list we are working on that
will drive even more value into what it means to be a member of ISSA, either through your
National Association or as an Associate Member.
At the top of our list of priorities is embracing smart technology and digitalisation to propel
future-proofed efficiencies into the way we work as an industry. We have set up a special
Working Group to look into this issue and to formulate ISSA’s priorities and pathways ahead.
Attracting new members and keeping existing members fully informed about our
work here at ISSA is also very high up on our agenda and we are continuing our excellent
series of National Association roadshows, all online of course. These roadshows are an
effective way for myself, the Secretariat, and my Executive Board colleagues to interact
with the membership and to press home, in a more relaxed way, the values and priorities
of being a member of ISSA and how ISSA is here to help.
You will all have heard that the new ISSA Ship Stores and Provisions Catalogues are now
available in hard copy as well as in a digital form. This is exciting for ISSA, not least because
we are the first to bring out an industry-wide Provisions & Bonded Stores Catalogue. Please
contact the secretariat@shipsupply.org if you would like to order a copy. The Secretariat is
there to assist and is always very happy to help.
ISSA is delighted to announce that it has updated its website to ensure it is future-proofed
and capable of accommodating new add-ons such as the soon to be launched ISSA App.
Visitors to the website (www.shipsupply.org) will see that its design has been totally
renewed and improved. Navigation has been enhanced for speed and efficiency
Readers will also see major improvements to the ISSA Register pages for each member
which are now much more impactful. Searching the Register is more user friendly. In the country
drop down list you can immediately see how many suppliers are in each port of that country. It
is also worth noting that the company logos are now much bigger and bolder. For a small annual
fee, companies can have their logo added to their registration page. If you are interested, please
contact the Secretariat by emailing: secretariat@shipsupply.org
Thank you all for your help and support
Saeed al Malik
ISSA President
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Regional Focus

SPAIN
AESMAR praises members for
their efforts during difficult year

T

he Spanish Ship Suppliers Association – AESMAR
– embraced the use of new technology by holding
its Annual General Assembly on 18th March by
video-conferencing, due to the situation created by the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The participation was high with important issues
discussed, including the latest IMO resolution MEPC.269(68)
related to the Inventory of Hazardous Materials (IHM), an
issue that AESMAR says it knows ISSA is monitoring very
closely and keeps the ship supply sector very worried about
its development.
Chairman Dino Dritsakis had praised the effort of the
Association’s members during what has been a difficult and
hard year because of the pandemic.

10
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“Our members have offered an essential service within the
activities around Spanish (and EU) ports. Ship suppliers provide
vessels with essential goods like food, hygiene products and
PPE. These are needed for crew and vessel, especially in a
state of emergency. An international vessel has no one else to
turn to than a ship supplier!”
AESMAR stressed the role of the ship supplier as a
principal operator in the international supply chain, across
the entire product spectrum. Keeping the sector operating
in times of lockdown is necessary to ensure smooth
processes in ports and to provide a lifeline to the “stranded”
crew onboard vessels.
In times of crisis, the smooth operation of ports is
essential to ensure that Personal Protective Equipment

The SHIP Supplier Issue 64 2015
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Regional Focus

(PPE) and other medical and non-medical goods can be
quickly imported, landed, processed and transported so
that they can reach the citizens.
The General Assembly also discussed the importance
of working together within the association as a whole. The
benefit of belonging to ISSA and the umbrella of OCEAN in
customs, taxation and veterinary affairs has be to highlighted
and disseminated worldwide. “We need to improve the
networking and get more companies involved in
our big family,” said Mr Dritsakis.
The Spanish Ship
Suppliers

12
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Association (AESMAR) was founded in 1977 with the
purpose of bringing together all the Spanish companies
dedicated to marine supply business in order to represent
this group both nationally as well as internationally.

Regional Focus

included as an industry reference in Europe.
Throughout its more than 40 years history, AESMAR
“From AESMAR we think that quality and competitiveness
has undertaken innumerable actions in order to defend the
are the landmarks that guarantee sustainability and further
interest of the maritime supply sector, as well as obtaining
development of an industry segment which is more than 5,000
the recognition of the most prestigious national and
years old - remarkably even the Phoenician civilization reported the
international associations.
existence and location of ship suppliers.” u
Currently the association includes around 45 members
with presence in all the commercial ports of the Spanish
territory. These companies represent a workforce of more
than 1,000 professionals who contribute with delivering
service which is key for the correct functioning and
performance of the Spanish ports and the European
maritime world.
Mr Dritsakis said the long tradition of the Spanish
maritime suppliers together with the growth and strength
We think that quality and
fostered in the Spanish maritime industry over the last
competitiveness are the landmarks that
50 years has allowed the members of AESMAR to be
guarantee sustainability and further
able to render a world class service at the highest level,
development of an industry segment
aligned with the leading companies of the industry
Mr Dritsakis, Chairman
globally. In fact, some of members include companies
with international presence beyond our borders and are

“
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Regional Focus

UK
BASS members keeping afloat
during pandemic

W

ith the roll out of COVID-19 vaccinations
gathering pace in the UK, British ship suppliers are
hopeful of some normality resuming soon.
UK ship supply has not escaped the effects of the Pandemic.
As Bob Blake, Chairman of the British Association of Ship
Suppliers told The Ship Supplier: “We are an island that depends
on shipping as do many other countries around the world.
Shipping has been affected with a general downturn as the supply
of goods is on a smaller scale.”
However, the UK Government’s decision not to close ports,
in particular Southampton and Rosyth, has led to a plethora
of cruise ships taking shelter in UK waters, many of which are
anchored in bays along the South Coast.
These floating hotels have required urgent supplies on a regular
basis in order to ensure the skeleton crews remaining onboard
are fed and kept safe, with BASS members also supplying safety,
technical and PPE requirements.
“There has also be a downturn in general shipping but all BASS
members have managed to keep their businesses open and have
adapted to unusual requests from crew members who are not
allowed to leave their vessels,” explained Mr Blake.
The UK has also had to deal with its divorce from the EU, which
has led to operational and expedition delays at major container
ports such as Felixstowe whereby new Customs and Border
Veterinary procedures have been implemented as the UK has had
to adjust to Brexit.

14
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This has recently led to the UK Government delaying the
implementation of such new controls and allowing Customs
Documentation to be presented at a later date. All this is not
being helped by reduced manning and strict safe working
practices due to COVID-19.
Mr Blake said BASS has lost a couple of members but is very
pleased to report that the association’s core ship supplier members
have held up.
“We remain in a tough market with fine margins and it
is hoped that ship owners and managers will appreciate the
support our industry has given them, both in the UK
and globally during this pandemic. With the roll
out of vaccines and the introduction of
many safety procedures it is hoped we
can return back to normal in the
very near future.” u

Medical & Safety

LALIZAS launches its Hydrostatic
Release Unit for life rafts

L

ifesaving equipment manufacturer LALIZAS has
launched a Hydrostatic Release Unit (HRU), suitable
for life rafts of all shapes and sizes in the market.
LALIZAS HRU is produced in the EU, in accordance
with SOLAS/MED/USCG regulations. All units are made
in Greece, in the same factory premises where the firing
mechanism for the LALIZAS inflatable lifejackets is also
manufactured; a very well-established product in the market
for more than 20 years.
The release of the HRU has been made after three
years of research & development as well as quality
assurance and testing procedures in order to be safe
and reliable. It is tested and approved by one of the most
demanding notifying bodies in the category of lifesaving
appliances, the FORCE Certification A/S.

16
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The mechanism is automatically activated, in the
event of sinking, in a depth of between 1.5 and 4m.
No spare parts or maintenance are required, while
replacement is needed two years after installation
onboard. Its maximum lifetime is five years after the
production date.
Placing safety as a top priority, LALIZAS covers
all forms of safety solutions that can be delivered
aboard cruise vessels, commercial ships or oil rigs. FFE,
LSA and PPE, such as life rafts, lifejackets, immersion suits,
lifejacket lights, lifebuoy rings & lights, PSK & GSK as well as
breathing devices, are developed by the company’s in-house
R&D, Design, and Quality Departments with the latest
technology and highest standards.
The company’s Regulatory & Approvals Department
also ensures that all its products stay up-to-date with
the market, following the latest international maritime
regulations and standards. u

Fire and Evacuation

Rising container
fire risk mitigated
by HydroPen

R

egular incidents are ensuring that the issue of
container ship fires remains pressing for the shipping
industry. Make no mistake, while container losses over
the side generate eye-watering insurance claims, fires are
container shipping’s open sore.
Nine major container ship fires were reported in 2019, while
a lull in relevant casualties in the first half of 2020 brought only
temporary relief, with 10 incidents reported for 2020 as a whole
according to Nordic insurance association Cefor.
A strong contribution to these numbers is being made
by fires inside containers themselves. The TT Club recently
acknowledged that “when cargo of any kind is incorrectly
declared and packed, it can lead to catastrophic ship fires
at sea”. Poor packaging is costing the industry more than
$6 billion each year, the mutual insurer said, citing National
Cargo Bureau findings that 5% of containerized Dangerous
Cargoes could be mis- or undeclared.
With no challenge to a TT Club estimate that a container
fire occurs on average every 60 days, however, the greater
issue is one of maritime safety and how to extinguish a fire
inside in a container that is, perhaps, high up the stack. In
one recent example, October, a container fire on board the
8,600TEU capacity vessel could only be extinguished after
the ship was brought into Singapore Raffles Anchorage.
Addressing this threat, Bureau Veritas has introduced
a new notation setting modern standards for fire safety on
container ships. Also, a new DNV notation on fire safety
going beyond SOLAS was given to a number of newbuild
box ships delivered last year and, in January 2021, the
class body issued specific notation on fire detection and
firefighting measures for containerships. In doing so, Arne
Schulz-Heimbeck, Programme Manager for Containership
Development at DNV cited new options to improve fire
safety as including temperature scanning systems to identify
containers heating up and water jets positioned to provide
deck-wide coverage.
In addition, he cited HydroPen, which he described as
“the water-powered, self-drilling firefighting lance that can
be used to extinguish a fire inside a container”.
The allusion was to the innovative system supplied from
VIKING, whose references already include a number of

18
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Fire and Evacuation

container shipping majors and leading ship management
companies such as V.Ships who placed a 45-vessel order for
two HydroPen systems per ship. Recently, vessel operators
from the Asian sector and land-based fire departments have
been joining the ranks of users.
“Much of the ineffectiveness of conventional fire-fighting
solutions is because they dowse containers on the outside,”
said Lasse Boesen, Product Manager Trade, VIKING.
“The HydroPen is a combined drill and spray unit that
connects to the existing ship hoses, then uses the power of
water pressure to drill through the container door before
switching to spray mode to extinguish the fire.”
Useable on or below deck after a minimum of training, the
unit can be mounted by a single crew member on a telescopic
arm to fight fires high in the stack with water, foam or C02.
V.Ships Hamburg Group Managing Director Franck
Kayser commented: “HydroPen is an easy to use but

ground-breaking system that addresses a specific
industry concern. Its adoption fleetwide aligns with our
‘safety first’ commitment.”
“Container fires can happen when a ship is a considerable
distance from shore, when the first response can be especially
decisive,” Boesen observed. “Without adequate ship’s
firefighting systems, the ability of a container ship’s crew to
respond to and contain a blaze is severely limited.
“For instance, dowsing containers from the outside
with a water monitor is an ineffective response
method on its own. Meanwhile, it can be applied as a
supplementary precaution to cool down the area on fire
while the HydroPen system extinguishes it directly at the
source. In this situation, all the system operator needs
to do is hoist the unit to the burning container while
HydroPen does the rest automatically and with minimum
risk to the crew.” u
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Fire and Evacuation

Crewsaver locks in lifejacket
protection with new cylinder
locking system

B

uilding on its leading reputation for increased lifejacket safety and pushing
the boundaries in search of excellence for its customers, Survitec brand,
Crewsaver, has announced the launch of EXOLOK – a new cylinder locking
system that provides increased security for gas cylinders attached to lifejackets.
EXOLOK will be fitted to all Crewsaver lifejackets going forward. It can
additionally be retrofitted to all existing Crewsaver lifejackets with UML or Halkey
Roberts firing heads by owners.
From March 2021, Crewsaver inflatable lifejacket services carried out by
approved service stations will incorporate EXOLOK as standard.
The innovative system removes any potential for a gas cylinder to work
loose within a lifejacket, instilling more confidence than ever regarding
lifejacket performance.
Users can perform a quick visual check to see that all is well, making sure their gas
cylinder is correctly threaded with a glance to see that two arrows line-up.

Fire and Evacuation

Matthew Bridge, Crewsaver’s Commercial
Director, said: “At Crewsaver, we see it as our role
not only to build the safest lifejackets available
but also to ensure they are worn correctly and are
always ready for action. People can be confident
on the water when they know their kit will work.
As we’ve always said, it’s what’s inside that
counts.”
Nigel Parks, Head of Design at Crewsaver,
said: “We are proud of how lightweight the system
is, its discreet nature and the ease of installation.
Crewsaver is leading the charge to make sure
its customers have robust safety and protection
when they’re out on the water, whether that’s on a
yacht or crew transfer vessel.”
The orange EXOLOK system is for UML
operating mechanisms, while the yellow is for
Halkey Roberts firing heads.
From 2021 all new Crewsaver lifejackets will
include EXOLOK as standard, bringing safety and
innovation to the forefront.
Even though EXOLOK offers additional peace
of mind, all existing advisories remain in place for
regular lifejacket services. u
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Tools and Spare Parts

Rogue parts warning for
davit systems

G

etting it right in the design phase is critical to the
performance of boat-handling equipment and cutting
corners can prove costly, according to Vestdavit.
The efficiency of a davit is determined by the sum of its
moving parts and a failure of any one of these components can
have fatal consequences – so eliminating such pain points early
in the design process is key to a successful delivery.
The interconnected shock absorbers, wavecompensating winches and other components that make
up an intricate boat-handling system must be designed to
endure the intense stresses and strains from repetitive
usage in variable sea conditions and harsh marine
environments.
The main reasons why such systems sometimes fail are
human error, a lack of proper maintenance, inadequate
training for operators and service technicians, and the use
of rogue parts that have not been subject to rigorous testing
procedures to ensure reliability.
Davits must have a failsafe constant self-tension system,
a hydraulic shock absorber to bear peak loads and an end
stop to ensure that launch craft carrying personnel or
expensive equipment such as remote-operated vehicles can
be safely deployed in the water even at speed.
As well as the safety aspect due to the potential risk to
human life, davit reliability is necessary from an economic
standpoint both to safeguard against damage to launch
craft and losses from equipment downtime that reduces
the number of missions that can be carried out, which must
be measured against the daily operational cost of having a
vessel at sea.
“As regards maintenance, the devil is in the detail to
keep davits working safely day in and day out as they should
to ensure constant availability for missions by navies and
coastguards,” said Henric Collvin, After Sales Director for
Bergen-based davit supplier Vestdavit. “The sea is a harsh
place and a level of preventive maintenance is necessary.”
He pointed to the need for regular visual inspections,
mechanical testing, oil level checks and monthly cleaning to
remove saltwater as a build-up of salt can cause corrosion, as
well as biannual checks of finer components such as pressure
gauges and nitrogen levels in accumulators.
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Vestdavit, along with peer suppliers, is also required to
carry out annual and five-yearly servicing of its davits under
IMO regulations introduced last year to ensure they meet
SOLAS standards for maintenance and operation of boat
launch and recovery systems. Such critical maintenance must
be carried out using genuine, fully tested spare parts by trained
personnel who are properly certified for this work.
However, Vestdavit has highlighted cases where servicing
has been carried out by unqualified personnel as “service
providers sometimes believe that training and certification of
approved technicians can come from any company with a davit”,
which presents an obvious safety risk.
Furthermore, the use of rogue parts to cut corners on
costs can have serious consequences as, even though they
are ostensibly similar to original components, they may have
hidden shortcomings, it warns.
Vestdavit’s genuine spare parts ensure consistent
performance over a long lifespan, often in high sea states
and harsh conditions, while it has a global network of
certified service partners that spans the US, UK, Russia,
Brazil South Africa and Singapore to ensure rapid delivery
of replacement parts.
At the same time, a focus on reliability and ease of
maintenance in davit design means less frequent servicing
and fewer replacement parts are required, thereby cutting
maintenance costs versus competing systems. u
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Green ISSA
Ambitions to reduce shipping emissions
charged by future technology research

N

ew research into the viability of battery technologies for
maritime operations will be used by the UK’s Maritime
and Coastguard Agency (MCA) to inform its on-going
assessment of future technologies.
Benjamin Craig, a PhD researcher in Energy Storage and
Applications at the University of Southampton (UoS) and Chartered
Engineer with the IMechE, has recently completed a three-month
placement with the MCA’s Maritime Future Technology Team, as
part of growing collaborations between the MCA and the University
of Southampton.
During his placement he prepared a comprehensive review of
the use of high-density batteries and hybrid drive systems which are
currently used in the maritime sector.
Benjamin’s report, ‘The Future of Batteries in the Marine
Sector: What Lies Beyond the Horizon?’, investigated the viability of
different battery technologies as well as providing insights into the
Government’s ambitions to reduce emissions from shipping. The
report also considers technical limitations as well as environmental
and financial costs of the move towards the widespread uptake of
battery technology across the UK Flagged fleet.
In consultation with senior Southampton academics Dr
Richard Wills and Prof Andrew Cruden of the University’s Energy
Technologies Research Group, Benjamin assessed existing and
likely future technologies in high-density batteries applicable to the
maritime industry and identified standards and regulations from
other sectors that could be applied to the marine sector.
The MCA will use this research to drive forward its innovation
and offer various stakeholders in the maritime sector guidance on

how best to adopt these new technological developments.
Benjamin said: “It is deeply fulfilling to see my research
being used by the MCA to guide its work in future technologies.
For me, the evidence points towards batteries being here to
stay and dominance of solid-state lithium continuing for at least
the next two decades. As well as packing more energy for a
given space and weight, solid-state technology should be much
safer than today’s batteries – ideal for big boats.
“We need further investigations into the barriers that the
shipping industry faces in implementing these promising low carbon
clean technologies, so we can ensure their safety, efficacy and to
reduced barriers to their adoption.”
Ben continues to work with the MCA in a part-time capacity
whilst completing his PhD.
Ashley Stehr, Assistant Director Maritime Future Technologies,
said: “Over the next few years, the UK will continue actively to drive
the transition to zero emission shipping. A comprehensive review
like this helps to understand and highlight how best we go about
achieving this. We are committed to reducing the environmental
impact of shipping and recognise the need to carry out research into
the viable environmentally-friendly technologies.”
Dr Wassim Dbouk, Marine and Maritime Policy Research
Fellow at the UoS, said: “The University’s Southampton
Marine and Maritime Institute is very proud to host a
community of prominent academics and early career
researchers who are perfectly placed to continue to inform
the MCA’s aim to lead in implementing a transition towards
the sustainability of global shipping.” u
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Technology

Moscord unveils new ship
supply paradigm with Apollo
launch

M

oscord has taken a crucial step on the
path to establishing itself as ‘maritime’s
Amazon’ with the launch of technology
rewriting the rulebook for ship supply.
The global maritime e-marketplace has
partnered with Denmark’s leading digital
commerce firm, Impact, to create Apollo – a
backend solution that streamlines product
ordering, payment and fulfilment into one
simple, seamless action; from request, to
products delivered and paid. For the first time
ever in the world of shipping, vessel crew can
select exact products for reliable, worldwide
last mile delivery with a click of a button, while
suppliers gain direct access to customers. The
result is greatly reduced cost, full transparency,
predictable fulfilment (with far less returns), and enhanced
efficiency and sustainability.
Moscord founder and CEO Freddy Ingemann calls it a “new
paradigm” for the world of ship supply.
“We’ve spent four years building shipping’s first full-service,
multi-sided marketplace,” he commented. “A place where
customers can choose from over 200,000 essential products
– to fit their individual price and quality specifications – and
suppliers can cut out the middlemen to forge valuable, direct
relationships. The front-end of the platform is only the tip of
the iceberg, so we’ve focused our time and energy, and Impact’s
considerable expertise, on creating a back-end that delivers a
seamless no touch transaction flow. The result is Apollo.
“We now have the epitome of a lean e-commerce platform
that delivers exactly what customers and sellers want, with
the minimum of fuss and inefficiency, and maximum trust and
transparency. This is a new way of doing business for a new age
of smarter, more sustainable and digitally connected shipping.”
As well as uniting the market on a single platform, greatly
simplifying the supply chain, Moscord’s business model
allows customers to take control over procurement – defining
catalogues of standardised products, where applicable,
and accessing data that can be the bedrock for automated
processes and potentially predictive ordering. This reduces the
need for warehousing requirements, cuts waste and, with more
efficient purchasing, is both commercially and environmentally
30
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more sustainable. The lean processes make products on
Moscord around 20% cheaper than through traditional ship
supply channels.
It’s a proposition that appealed to Impact’s Ask Ullerup,
who took ownership in the business (alongside two fellow
Impact partners) and now sits as Acting CTO.
“Here we have a very rare opportunity, the possibility to
create a true digital first marketplace for an important industry
niche with a turnover of billions. Digitalisation is already
transforming the way ship owners and operators do business,
opening their eyes to huge efficiencies on the horizon,” he said.
“By exploiting our established e-commerce expertise, allied
to the Moscord team’s inside out knowledge of ship supply,
we can seize on that and really lead the way into an age of
smart digital procurement. I really do see this as an Amazon
moment. Moscord can change this sector for the better, and
for good.”
Mr Ullerup added that the global pandemic has
accelerated the move to e-commerce, “rewiring” consumer
behaviour to view online purchasing as the natural choice.
“This is as applicable to shipping as it is elsewhere. Once
users have experienced how much more efficient, simpler
and cheaper new ways of purchasing are why would they
possibly go back? This makes the opportunity even greater
for Moscord. It’s no longer a question of selling or explaining
a concept. It simply makes perfect sense.” u
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Technology

NAVTOR acquires vessel analytics and
performance specialist Tres Solutions

N

AVTOR looks to extend its success in e-Navigation
into leadership in vessel analytics and performance
optimisation with the acquisition of Tres Solutions.
The purchase follows hot on the heels of NAVTOR’s launch
of NavFleet, a breakthrough fleet management application
delivering real-time operational insight, performance
optimisation and enhanced business decision making.
Tres Solutions’ core expertise and digital products will now
integrate into NAVTOR’s offering, creating a unified platform to
help ship owners and operators enhance operations and achieve
competitive advantage.
NAVTOR is renowned as a global leader in e-Navigation,
currently delivering a suite of innovative products to approximately
7000 individual vessels and customers in over 60 countries. In
August 2020, Accel-KKR, a Silicon Valley headquartered operation
with over $10 billion in capital commitments, took a majority stake
in NAVTOR, giving the team the financial backing to take business
development to the next level.
“Vessel performance optimisation is an obvious next step for
NAVTOR utilising our cyber secure, seamlessly connected and
cloud-based e-Navigation ecosystem as a platform to enable
real-time data sharing, analytics and enhanced decision making,,”
said NAVTOR CEO Tor Svanes.
“The launch of NavFleet gives our customers a unique
shoreside tool for better fleet management, and the addition
of Tres Solutions’ expertise and software delivers the power to
generate optimal value – taking performance data and extracting
the intelligence needed to enable smarter, more profitable, and
efficient operations.”
He added: “We always like to stay one step ahead, developing
innovative solutions that help solve this industry’s challenges
and meet customer needs. Performance optimisation is key to a
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more sustainable business future, so it’s a
natural progression. We’ve been impressed
by the Tres team and their development for
some time, and now look forward to bringing
an expanded suite of navigation and vessel
analytics solutions to the market.”
Aaron Holton, President & CEO of Tres, added: “Shipping
companies are increasingly looking for a total ship operations
platform, helping them simplify workflows, improve the speed and
reliability of their operations, and facilitate better decision-making.
In joining the NAVTOR family, our combined businesses will offer
a unique full-suite platform, giving users one powerful source of
truth for their fleet operations and analytics. We see this as a very
exciting step forward.”
Tres Solutions was founded in Houston, Texas in 2016, and has
rapidly expanded to offices in Europe and Asia. The company’s core
software and services platform, Tres Vessel Analytics, helps shipping
companies enhance environmental efficiency, minimize fuel
consumption and reduce operating expenses. Its proven industry
solution has generated up to 20x ROI and, to date, has helped key
customers save over 45,000 MT of fuel (141,300 MT CO2).
Performance optimisation is a key feature of NavFleet, with the
ability to benchmark, troubleshoot, refine and share best practices
across fleets, while solving individual vessel issues. In addition,
the application enables easier compliance, alongside simplified
reporting and administration, with the ability to automate key
reports. Its real-time monitoring capabilities will also help officebased teams check vessel KPIs and passage plan progress, making
it easier for owners to adhere to charter party agreements and
avoid performance claims. NavFleet launched to the market on
1st February after extensive development and testing with leading
international ship owners. u

Paints & Coatings

Keeping clean
is the way forward

T

oday’s ship owners face a simultaneous battle on two
fronts - a growing pressure to comply with ever more
stringent environmental regulations matched by a need
to control costs, and enhanced efficiency, in an increasingly
competitive and unpredictable marketplace, according to paint
and coatings manufacturer Jotun.
Confronted with such big challenges, the Norwegian firm
says owners have an opportunity to pick “the low hanging fruit”
of advanced antifouling solutions, simplifying compliance while
also achieving significant bottom-line benefits.
The IMO is expected to redouble its environmental efforts,
and legislative focus, over the coming years as it aims to
fulfil an ambition of reducing shipping’s carbon footprint by
50% by 2050 (with full decarbonisation by 2100). MEPC 75
demonstrated that commitment, with the introduction of two
new quantitative measures to reduce carbon dioxide emissions
per ton-mile of cargo transported: The Energy Efficiency
Existing Ship Index (EEXI) and Carbon Intensity Indicator (CII).
EEXI sets a baseline reference and may require a vessel
to retrofit energy saving devices, or impose an engine power
limit, while CII will be used to track and rate the vessel’s
energy efficiency in actual operation, on a yearly basis. Vessels
with favourable ratings will unlock advantages in operational
profitability, charter attractiveness and financing options.
“This is where developments in high quality antifoulings can
make all the difference,” said Stein Kjølberg, Global Category
Director, Hull Performance, Jotun.
“Energy efficiency and carbon emissions are inextricably
linked to fouling growth on ships’ hulls. Algae and barnacles add
significant frictional resistance, and this results in speed loss. To
compensate for that, and keep up with
sailing schedules, vessels are forced
to increase power. As a result, fuel
consumption and carbon emissions also
increase. That creates obvious financial
ramifications, environmental impact,
and difficulties in terms of regulatory
compliance. So, in short, a dirty hull is
bad news for everyone. Keeping clean is
unquestionably the way forward.”
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Fouling growth adds significant frictional resistance to vessels,
resulting in poor energy efficiency and higher carbon emissions
To illustrate the compelling case for effectively combatting
bio-fouling, Mr Kjølberg points to Jotun’s own Hull
Performance Solutions (HPS).
With over a decade of market proven operation, and
applications on around 1,000 vessels, HPS’ combination of silyl
methacrylate-based coating technology, high-end technical service
and monitoring has recorded success in keeping vessel speed loss as
low as 1%, versus the market average of 5.9% (over a standard fiveyear drydocking period). This translates to a fuel saving of 14.7%,
delivering powerful commercial and environmental gains.
“We have developed this technology over more than 20 years,
continually innovating to meet ship owner demand, while investing
in proving efficacy to demonstrate ROI. With this in mind, HPS
offers customers a highly transparent performance guarantee,
with Jotun’s dedicated team of data analysts documenting and
monitoring hull performance based on ISO 19030.”
But Jotun, and Mr Kjølberg, refuse to rest on their laurels.
In March 2020, the Norwegian-headquartered firm
launched Hull Skating Solutions (HSS), designed to maintain
an “always clean” hull, removing bacteria
and biofilm before
macro-fouling
can take
hold.
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In doing so it optimises hull performance while diminishing the
need for reactive cleaning.
HSS features the ‘always-onboard’ Jotun HullSkater
robotic technology, purposely designed for proactive cleaning.
The unit is remotely controlled via a 4G connection by expert
Jotun Skate Operators, who inspect and clean, when required,
a specially developed SeaQuantum Skate antifouling. A
proprietary algorithm, big data and condition monitoring
(tailored to each individual vessel) are utilised to help set
optimal inspection and proactive cleaning schedules.
Proactive cleaning with Jotun’s unique Hull Skating
Solutions promises to take the shipping industry to the next
level in improved energy efficiency and environmental profile.
Jotun research shows that if all vessels within the target
market adopt HSS proactive cleaning an estimated 40 million
tons of maritime CO2 emissions per annum could be cut
worldwide. In addition, a minimum fuel cost saving per vessel
of 13% could be achieved (over a five-year drydocking period,
compared to typical average performance).
Jotun recently launched its proven Jotacote Universal
S120 primer to the worldwide market after three years of
success in the North East Asian and West European market.
Jotacote Universal S120 is the world’s first PSPC approved
single coat, solvent free system, with approvals since 2017.
It has now been applied to a variety of vessels and customer
feedback has exceeded all expectations.
The solution, the first of its kind on the market, features
patent pending Covallox technology that incorporates covalent
bonds in its chemistry on top of the already existing hydrogen
bonds typical of conventional epoxy.
Dr Erik Risberg, Global Marketing Director, Jotun Marine
Coatings, said: “It is market proven in South Korea, one of the

world’s leading shipbuilding nations, as well as in Germany,
which specialises in building cruise vessels. This gives us an
excellent foundation to build upon and we believe Jotacote
Universal S120 can be a genuine gamechanger within marine
universal primers.”
With the significant reduction in emissions, and clear
commercial benefits for both owners and builders, Jotacote
Universal S120 has a huge potential as an alternative to
conventional coatings for the maritime industry.
Korean-based Nippon Paint Marine has also recently
launched a new antifouling technology which enhances antifouling
performance to a level and consistency never seen before and
substantially improves the time and the film thickness required for
application, compared to other hull coatings.
FASTAR is a self-polishing antifouling paint that
incorporates a unique nano-domain resin structure designed to
minimise the effect that seawater temperatures, vessel speeds
and other external factors have on coating performance.
It is by precisely controlling the release of biocides
that Nippon Paint Marine has been able to deliver a highperforming AF system with lower polishing rates.
Generally, antifouling performance becomes less reliable
when its polishing rate is low. Nippon says this is not the case
with FASTAR.The resin’s nano-domain structure which derives
from the micro-domain structure used in Aquaterras – the
world’s first biocide-free self-polishing hull coating – allows
antifouling components to be accurately delivered and
released in a much more precise, controlled and effective way.
Commenting on the ground-breaking development, Hirokazu
Kaji, General Manager, Nippon Paint Marine, R&D, said: “We set
up a unit dedicated to developing new resins and finding ways of
providing better antifouling performance. After several years, a lot
of trial and error and a huge amount of lab testing, research has
borne fruit with an entirely new type of SPC antifouling technology.
In addition, thanks to the reduced film thickness, ship owners
applying FASTAR will benefit from shortened in-dock application
and drying times, resulting in further cost savings.”
FASTAR’s required total minimum drying time at drydock
for a large container vessel, for instance, is reduced by
maximum 37%, compared to the length of time needed for
other typical coating systems, depending on the actual ambient
temperature during application.
Makoto Nakagawa, Marketing General Manager, Nippon
Paint Marine, said: “ Ship owners demand effective and
predictable performance from their antifouling systems
in whatever sea conditions their vessels operate. FASTAR
delivers that, while reducing overall capital and operational
expenditure. It offers precise, predictable performance.”
Nippon Paint Marine is now rolling out the new product for
wide maritime application. u
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Cost, Climate & Operations:
How tackling biofouling underpins
shipping’s greatest challenges

I

n the efforts to build back after COVID-19, the need for
owners and operators to decarbonise is arguably the leading
issue across the industry — and a multi-fold one at that.
As every angle of vessel operations comes under scrutiny,
biofouling, and in particular hard biofouling, is in the spotlight
more than ever.
Hard biofouling — here’s looking at the barnacle — creates
some of the highest levels of hydrodynamic drag on a vessel
hull, thought to add around 110 million tons of excess carbon
emissions annually across the industry. In fact, a 2011 study
conducted by Michael P. Schultz quantified that a navy vessel
with 10% barnacle fouling requires 36% more power to
maintain the same speed.
In 2020, a study conducted in part by I-Tech, in
collaboration with independent marine coatings consultant
Safinah Group, released figures estimating that hard biofouling
adds some $6 billion to the shipping industry’s annual
bunker bill — largely due to vessel drag and the resulting fuel
consumption rates. More worryingly, current trends suggest
that this issue will only escalate and accelerate if not tackled
head-on in the immediate future.
The importance of antifouling coatings has come to the
forefront in more recent years as the effects of COVID-19
meant many businesses have been forced to down tools and
their vessels been left idle, sometimes for weeks or months
at a time. This increase in time spent idle is compounded by
the phenomenon of rising water temperatures, caused by
global warming, creating a prime environment for biofouling,
particularly in areas already deemed ‘hotspots’ or ‘red zones’
for the likes of barnacles and other types of biofouling.
Hull biofouling also poses a significant biosecurity threat to
marine ecosystems as a vector for invasive aquatic species.
There is an increasing amount of regionally focused
legislations that aim to preserve local marine ecosystems. In
California, for example. port authorities estimate that 60% of
invasive marine species are transferred by fouled hulls.
Further data gathered and analysed by Safinah and I-Tech
shows that nearly every vessel poses a biosecurity threat. This is not
just from hard fouling on flat underwater surfaces, but also within
niche areas spread throughout a vessel’s submerged structure.
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Although the data is difficult to obtain, niche areas,
such as boot tops, sea chests, gratings and dry dock
support strips could account for as much as 10% [1] of
the total underwater hull surface of the global shipping
fleet. Consequently, we cannot ignore these parts of the
hull’s submerged structure when it comes to biofouling.
However, some signs suggest the global shipping
community is doing just that.
I-Tech found that while flat underwater hull surfaces
vary in their hard fouling coverage, at least 95% of the global
commercial fleet has heavily fouled niche areas.
As with most challenges in the shipping industry — or
any industry for that matter — there’s no single solution to
decarbonisation or the threat of invasive species. However,
when it comes to hard fouling, it’s clear that owners
should be expecting more from their coatings. A key area
to examine is the idle period guarantee for coatings. Most
antifouling agents added to marine coatings will only
offer idle day period guarantees of between 14-21 days.
However, given the unexpected static periods we’ve seen
so far, owners need to be considering whether this works
for them, especially if they are going to be frequenting
the expanding ‘biofouling hotspots’. Some owners could
be benefiting from idle guarantees of 30 days, which is
found in antifouling systems containing relatively unique
barnacle antifouling agents such as Selektope.
Active antifouling agent, Selektope, by repelling the
organism, rather than killing it, is designed to cope with
even the toughest fouling conditions, such as long idling
periods in high-risk areas for biofouling. However, atypical
of most biocides, Selektope delivers efficacy in nano molar
concentrations, achieving the same effect as competitor
biocides but in significantly lower quantities, reducing
overall biocidal load.
[1]Moser, C.S., Wier, T.P., First, M.R. et al. Quantifying
the extent of niche areas in the global fleet of commercial
ships: the potential for “super-hot spots” of biofouling. Biol
Invasions 19, 1745–1759 (2017). https://doi.org/10.1007/
s10530-017-1386-4 u
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Leading the way in digital solutions
to maximise efficiency

A

ndreas Glud, Group Segment Manager, Dry Dock, Hempel
explains how data driven digital solutions can demonstrate
the direct correlation between hull coating solutions and
fuel efficiency performance
The maritime industry is moving towards a greener and
more sustainable future, and this is welcomed by most in the
industry. One of the most significant changes ahead is the
International Maritime Organization’s (IMO) Initial GHG
Strategy to reduce carbon intensity of international shipping by
40% by 2030, compared to 2008 and to at least halve carbon
emissions by 2050. This is no mean feat, and everyone is going
to have to pull their weight to help achieve this.
It is well-documented that the application of an advanced
hull coating solution is one reliable investment that will
guarantee improved operational performance and reduced
emissions without significant upfront costs. Protecting the
hull of a vessel from fouling ultimately reduces drag and,
subsequently, reduces the amount of fuel required. This results
in reduced operating costs and lower emissions. But there
are also digital solutions that can help to optimise further the
efficiency gains delivered through eco-efficient hull coatings,
by providing coatings manufacturers, owners and operators
with a wealth of data insight that can be leveraged to improve
operational efficiency.
At Hempel, our data driven digital solutions provide an
ability to demonstrate the direct correlation between the
hull coating solutions applied to a vessel, and fuel efficiency
performance. SHAPE (Systems for Hull and Propeller
Efficiency) is our propulsion monitoring and analysis service
for marine vessels. This service has enabled our customers to
see in real terms the cost and efficiency gains that advanced
coating systems can bring to their fleets and helps to
provide substantive proof to inform decision making. Many
of our customers also use our analytical service as a way to
document and understand the impact of their operations on
the environment, and, to evidence the steps they are taking to
reduce emissions.

At its core SHAPE is a process of measurement over time
and takes the basic principles of ISO19030 – the international
standard for performance monitoring - and develops them
further to offer customers a tailored hull performance package
alongside expert data interpretation and advice from a team of
chemists, physicists and hydrodynamicists.
SHAPE monitors the long-term efficiency trends through a
range of in-service performance indicators. Hempel maximises
the quality of performance data by combining elements of
hull and propeller efficiency optimisation. Following a detailed
six step process Hempel’s experts are armed with the data
required to provide solid advice to the shipowner on how they
might maximise their vessels’ energy efficiency.
Naturally, as a business, we are also increasingly incorporating
digital tools and solutions across our business to enable us to
work more efficiently and better serve our customers, and by
extension, pass even more efficiencies on to our customers. To
give an example, we have recently begun using digital solutions
to optimise sea stock paint supplies for customers. Here, through
Automatic Identification System (AIS) data analysis, we identify the
optimal mix of ports for each vessel. We then help the customers
implement a suitable lifting pattern optimisation programme by
providing performance monitoring and recommending corrective
actions during regular business reviews. This service helps our
customers to increase efficiency in their use of sea stock paint,
minimising waste and reducing costs.
Across all of these solutions and services, the digitalisation
of processes and the application of data-driven intelligence
to existing services enable both Hempel, as a leading global
coatings manufacturer, and our customers in the maritime
industry who use our products and services to work in a more
informed way. This informed approach to decision making,
backed-up by tangible data and measurements is going to be
increasingly important in driving the decarbonisation of the
maritime industry as a whole in years to come. Afterall, in order
to continue making progress, we need to be able to see how far
far we have already come. u
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Principles v Principals
By Roger Symes, Director, Marine Debt Management

M

any readers will be familiar with the black-andwhite comedic films of the four Marx Brothers,
Groucho, Chico, Zeppo, and Harpo. Although
the films were made in the 1930s and 1940s, they still
regularly appear in the TV schedules. Numerous clips
can be found on the internet. Whilst his brothers’
comedy was of the slapstick type, Groucho Marks
is best remembered for his quips and wisecracks.
One of the most famous is, “Those are my
principles, and if you don’t like them... well, I have
others”. It is the motto of many ship
managers today.
Whilst all ship managers are
keen to attract vessels from topquality ship owning clients (usually
referred to as ‘principals’), few feel
they can turn away ships belonging
to owners politely described as “cost
conscious”. Of course, some argue that
there need not be a conflict between quality
and price. However, it is seldom the case that
the best quality comes at the cheapest price.
Ship suppliers often receive Purchase
Orders (POs) demanding that only “best quality” must
be delivered on board. These POs follow initial enquiries
asking only for “best prices”. Everyday ship suppliers
navigate the conflict between these two requirements.
So, it is with ship managers and their principals. Some
ship owners want their vessels to be maintained to a
high standard by a strongly motivated crew and they will
expect this to be reflected in the ship manager’s fees
and expenses. Other owners are merely looking for a
cheaper or more flexible alternative to managing the ships
themselves. They are enticed by ship managers’ claims of
economies of scale and extra discounts from suppliers. For
such owners “the bottom line” is the only consideration.
Ship managers must appear to be all things to all people.
Why does this matter for ship suppliers? Well, whilst
the ship manager can tell the shipowning prospective
principal, “Those are my principles, and if you don’t like
them... well, I have others,”something quite different is said
to suppliers. Ship suppliers are expected to agree to Terms
and Conditions of Purchase, discount and confidential
rebate percentages to be applied for all managed vessels.
At senior management level, the ship manager will be
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aware of the requirements and circumstances of each
of its ship owning principals. The larger multi-national
shipmanagement companies can use different offices for
different “grades” of ship owner. Those decisions are not
shared with purchasers or accounting staff, who may be
on other continents. The companies rely on those staff to
communicate with ship suppliers in a standardised way on
behalf of all principals.
Ship suppliers who accept this uniform approach place
themselves at risk since, as the ship managers make plain,
they act “as agents only” or “as managers only” on behalf of
their respective ship owning clients (principals). For every
delivery, the ship supplier must accept that responsibility
for payment rests with the principal, not the ship manager.
Ship suppliers have long complained about this
situation but there is no likelihood of it changing. It
is better to acknowledge that, for ship managers the
Principles v Principals dilemma is a daily struggle which
they will do their best to conceal.
For ISSA members the best protection is “Caveat
Venditor” (or “Seller Beware”). u

From the Brig
EU Ship Recycling Regulations
By ISSA’s legal expert Bruce Hailey

T

he EU Ship Recycling Regulations (SRR) came into force
at the start of 2021. In a recent issue of the Ship Supplier
I wrote an article introducing the SRR and explaining
some of the difficulties that might arise for suppliers. The SRR
requires that every vessel maintains an Inventory of Hazardous
Materials (IHM) on board the vessel and requires that the
IHM is kept up-to-date. As regards on-going maintenance
on this vessel, this updating is achieved by obtaining Material
Declarations (MDs), where necessary, from suppliers. The
MDs are supplemented by Supplier’s Certificates of Conformity
(SCoCs).
The first months of implementation of the SRR have shown
that the response to the SRR by ship owners and those advising
them has been, in the majority of cases, very poor. Requests
for MDs are being made in an indiscriminate way, without
any proper consideration for whether the supply in question
requires an MD.
Most supplies made by an ISSA member fall outside the
requirement to issue MDs. This is because most items supplied
will not form part of the vessel’s structure or equipment or they
fall to one of the many exceptions that exist within the SRR.
The exceptions include loosely fitted equipment, metal
and metal alloys, components necessary for continuous ship
operations, regular consumer products, printed circuit boards
and spare components. A regular consumer product would
be something that could be bought, for example, on the high
street by a consumer. This alone would
exclude much of what an ISSA member
may supply. Vessel specific items might
require an MD, but not if provided as
a “spare” or not part of the
ship’s structure or they
are loosely fitted.
It is the owner’s
obligation to request an
MD, as only the owner
can properly know
whether an item is one
which falls outside
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the exceptions. The problem is that in very many cases owners
(and the so called “experts” advising them) are not making any
reasonable attempt to limit MD requests to items that actually
require them. This puts a huge and entirely unnecessary burden
on suppliers, who either have to spend time explaining why the
requests are misconceived or seeking to comply with them.
Of course, providing properly researched MDs is not an easy
thing, given that sub-suppliers are often unwilling and/or unable
to provide the content of their products. That huge burden is
compounded, when unnecessary requests are made.
At the other extreme, we have reports that one of the largest
maritime purchasers in the world is sending suppliers prepopulated MDs and SCoCs and simply asking suppliers to sign
and return them. No doubt, this practice was born out of the
good intention of making the process easier for all, but it will be
highly likely to result in MDs that are simply not accurate. This
could expose suppliers to later complaints that false information
was provided. The process is almost certainly not one that would
be seen by the enforcing authorities as in compliance with the
legal requirements of the SRR.
The message to suppliers is that MDs should only be
provided where the supplier can be certain that it can
properly attest to the content of the MD. Requests for MDs
that are not in fact required by the SRR should be rejected.
If suppliers are unwilling to supply items that will require an
MD then this should be clearly stated on the quotation and if
a supplier wishes to impose a fee for the completion of MDs
then this should be stated in the quotation.
Some purchasers may insist that MDs are to be provided
for all goods, and without charge. Of course, as a matter
of agreement, purchasers can ask for anything they
like. It is a commercial decision as to whether a supplier
will accept that. It would, however, make little sense to
needlessly drive up a supplier’s costs by requiring them to
provide MDs that were not required and of
no practical
value. u
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ISSA and Ship
Supply News
A Happy New Year from your
ISSA Executive Board

T

he ISSA President, Mr Saeed al Malik, and the ISSA Executive Board would like to extend their heartfelt best wishes to
all ISSA members for a successful 2021 while we all continue with combatting the challenges Covid-19 has placed on
the world and our industry.
Shipping and ship suppliers are resilient and will bounce back stronger and more innovatively.
ISSA continues to strive and support ISSA ship suppliers with the work being undertaken with the IMO and new projects.
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ISSA and Ship Supply News

The ISSA Executive Board members, backed up by the
Secretariat, actively take part in a variety of working groups:

E-Procurement, ISSA Roadshows,
Mental Health Support Services for
ISSA Members
- Saeed Al Malik ISSA President

ISSA Membership and Recruitment
– Abdul Hajah Senior Executive
Vice President

ISSA Catalogue Digitalisation
- Keijo Hiltunen

ISSA Membership and Recruitment
- Kouame Aduo Luc

ISSA Membership and Recruitment
and ISSA Education Programme
- Jim Costalo

ISSA Membership and Recruitment, ISSA
Catalogue Digitalisation and Education
Programme - Fabio Rodrigues

Website and App development and
E-Procurement
– John Davey

ISSA Catalogue Digitalisation
- Alfredo Tosato

ISSA Catalogue Digitalisation
- Rafael Fernandez

ISSA Treasurer George Saris, is already very busy with his current
role so has not undertaken any further tasks but offers his full support
to the rest of the team. u
ISSA Treasurer
– George Saris
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ISSA News

Obituary Craig Bishop

T

he ISSA family is mourning the death of Craig Bishop
- one of its long-standing members and a founder of
the Canadian Shipsupply & Services Association.
Mr Bishop died on 11th February, following declining
health and subsequent hospitalisation.
In 1971 he founded Clipper Ship Supply Inc with
Günter Kuver, and in December 1977 was one of
the founders of the CSSA. He was also President of
Montreal’s marine social club, Grunt Club Inc, in 1982.
Rocky Rocksborough-Smith, President, Canadian
Shipsupply & Services Association said: “To say that
Craig was an active member of CSSA would be a huge
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understatement.
He was a tireless
member and officer of our
association for many years.
“During his active days one of his notable
achievements for association members was the herculean
effort getting the Maritime Lien law in Canada changed
to make the ranking of the ship supplier above the
mortgage (i.e. bank) for all foreign vessels in the case of
a bankruptcy declaration in Canada or any country that
would recognise Canadian law. Crew wages being the
only exception a huge plus for Canadian ship suppliers.”

ISSA News

With a view to giving our the CSSA greater exposure,
Mr Bishop subsequently volunteered to be Canada’s
representative on the ISSA Assembly, quickly rising to be one of
nine executive vice-presidents, a position he held until 1995.
Mr Rocksborough-Smith continued: “I had the honour
to represent Canada thereafter and well remember
numerous ISSA members coming up to me at many of
ISSA’s annual Conventions asking how Craig was doing
and to be remembered to him. His were big shoes to
follow and fill.

“

May his soul rest in peace and rise in
glory. Ave atque vale, Craig
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ISSA News

“May his soul rest in peace and rise in glory. Ave
atque vale, Craig.”
Craig leaves behind his wife, Susan, son Jeffrey,
daughter Vanessa and three granddaughters, Jade,
Elizabeth and Erika.
He was an avid golfer and had many friends and
acquaintances worldwide. u

Craig Bishop being honoured at a COMPASS
meeting in Montreal, 2015
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ISSA News

Shine a light on your business

A

fter a year of doom and gloom across the globe,
brought by the COVID-19 pandemic, vaccinations and
testing are making it possible to see a light at the end
of the tunnel.
The need to be prepared for coming out of these difficult times
and the need to stay connected has never been so important.
So, whether you have some news to share, you want to
keep up to date with Association news, or have your say and
make suggestions about anything related to the ship supply
sector, you can get in touch via Twitter.
@ISSAshipsupply is the go-to place to increase awareness
of your company, communicate with fellow Members and ship
suppliers, and take part in discussions on trends and hot topics.
And with many events likely to be virtual for the remainder of
this year, it’s a useful tool to stay in touch.
The platform also gives ISSA Members the chance to
put questions to the ISSA executives and also provides the
opportunity to take up speaking opportunities at maritime
events, along with being a valuable networking experience in
the wider maritime industry.
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During these times
of travel restrictions, The
Ship Supplier magazine, is
continuing to spread ship
supply news around the
world.
To shine a light on
your business in these
challenging times, contact
Julian Berry for information
on our print/digital
advertising packages. You
can reach him on +44 7736
176289 or email
issa@elabor8.co.uk
You can also tell
us about your news by
contacting Spencer Eade
on seade@elabor8.co.uk u

ISSA News

NEW ISSA MEMBERS

SeaServ International
19/5 SRB Road, Banglabazar,
Near Rashid Building, 4100
Chittagong
Bangladesh.
Phone +880-1617-771507
Email - seaservint@gmail.com
Email - office@seaservint.com
www.seaservint.com

Freedom Marine Service
365/366, Hazipara
Singapore Market
Agrabad Access Road
Chittagong
Bangladesh
Phone +88031-713153 (10AM-5PM)
Cell: +8801712299288 (24×7)
Email - info@freedommarineservice.com
Website - www.freedommarineservice.com

If you would like to find out more about becoming an ISSA member, please email secretariat@shipsupply.org
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Market News
“Finger” of Fortune points skywards

T

he “Finger of Fortune” has pointed skywards for crane
and lifting icon Palfinger.
Whilst many sectors suffered decline and some
oblivion, 2020 turned out to be a landmark year for the crane
and lifting solutions giant.
At first glance the tabulated figures show what in normal
times would be worryingly significant declines. However, in the
Covid-19 World such thoughts are turned on their head.
Revenue declined 12.5% to €1,533.9m; EBITDA was down
15.6% at €188.7m, and the consolidated net result slid to
€49.8m – a decline of 37.8%.
Whilst of concern to investors and pundits there were
significant under-lying achievements to warrant celebration: EBIT
came in at €100.3m; the company’s net debt is at its lowest level
since 2013; and Palfinger is enjoying its highest free cashflow in
its history
Looking ahead Palfinger has set a revenue target of over
€1.7bn for 2021.
It’s safe to say that the global pandemic and attendant
economic woe, whilst denting the company as well as
disappointing it, 2020 was in real life terms proving to be more
than a creditable performance.
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Describing 2020 as a landmark year for the Company,
CEO Andreas Klauser declared: “We were unable to escape
the effects of the crisis. Delving into the underlying financials it
seems skilled and prudent management was at work. Net debt
was reduced to €397.1m in 2020 from €525.6m in 2019 – its
lowest level since 2013. All this has resulted in the Supervisory
Board and the Executive Board proposing a dividend of €0.45
per share at next month’s Annual General Meeting.”
Klauser is realistic in his analysis of Palfinger’s prospects
for 2021 commenting: “The economic consequences of the
crisis will also affect 2021. Unpredictable change and the
market risk from COVID-12 continue to exist.
He revealed that a cyber-attack in January against the
company was successfully overcome although its impact may
still be felt in Q1.
Palfinger presently enjoys a full order book for the first half
of this year as CEO Klauser averred: “All markets are expected
to recover and further stabilise and we will start seeing this
from summer onwards.”
Investment in the business of over €100m this year and
a revenue target of €1.7bn with an EBIT margin of 8% will
hearten customers and investors alike. u

Market News

New Indonesia agent boosts
Royston’s international engine
sales and aftermarket support

M

arine engineering and propulsion specialist Royston
has appointed PT Rasaki Mitra Internusa as the
new Indonesia agent for its enginei electronic fuel
management system (EFMS).
The Jakarta-based maritime equipment supplier and
service support specialist will be responsible for providing
enginei sales and aftermarket technical support to the marine
sector operating across the local region. The move comes as
Royston continues to develop strong EFMS sales to global
marine owners and operators looking for a competitive
advantage, while safeguarding compliance with IOC
requirements and aiding vessel performance in an evolving
environmental legislative landscape.
There are currently over 300 vessels, including OSVs such
as anchor handlers, jack ups, PSVs and crew boats operating

in the UK, Europe, Asia, North Africa, West Africa, North
and South America and the Middle East, using the enginei
system, installed as part of a comprehensive suite of digital
marine technologies, designed to offer enhanced long-term
operational efficiency and performance.
It uses flowmeters and sensors to accurately monitor
the fuel being consumed by a vessel’s engines. The data is
collected, processed and relayed to bridge and engine roommounted touchscreen monitors to enable the ship’s master to
adjust vessel speed and take whatever other action needed to
reduce fuel consumption.
Alexis Nyeo (pictured), Area Manager (APAC) at enginei,
said Rasaki’s in-depth knowledge of the APAC market and
experience in supplying and supporting advanced marine
technologies makes them an ideal partner. u
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Market News

Paint company wins prestigious
export award

N

ippon Paint Marine (Korea) has
won a prestigious ‘Export Tower’
trophy during South Korea’s
Trade Day ceremony, an annual event
celebrating those companies to have
collectively contributed US$500bn to
the country’s economy.
Winning a Gold Export Tower in
the $10 million export category marks
the second year running the coatings
manufacturer has taken home an award.
In 2019, Nippon Paint Marine came
runner-up, winning a silver tower.
The 2020 awards ceremony was
attended by South Korea President
Moon Jae-in, Sung Yun-mo, Minister
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of Trade, Industry and Energy, and
Kim Young-joo, Chairman of the Korea
International Trade Association.
Commenting on the award win,
Mr. J.H Lee, President of Nippon Paint
Korea, paid tribute to his colleagues. “I
must take this opportunity to thank our
customers and colleagues, all of whom
have contributed to making this award
possible. We achieved the silver trophy
for our efforts in 2019, but now we have
our hands on the top prize. Winning
a 2020 Gold Export Tower, especially
given the difficulties faced during the
COVID crisis, is a huge accolade for
which we should all be very proud.”

He added: “The high export volume
is indicative of increased market
demand for marine coatings capable
of reducing fuel consumption and
CO2 emissions. Coatings with a high
solids content and low volatile organic
compounds are key factors in helping
ship operators reduce the impact
of their operations on the ocean
environment. We aim to continue our
efforts to support demand for high
performing, environmentally friendly
coatings across our segments.”
Nippon Paint Marine (Korea) is a
wholly owned subsidiary of Japan’s
Nippon Paint Marine Coatings. u

Market News

New Subsea Industries agents for
Colombia and Singapore

C

oatings and cleaning systems
company Subsea Industries
has appointed new agents
for Colombia and Singapore. They
will represent and support products
throughout their countries.
Subsea Industries is a pioneer in
the development of hard hull coating
systems and hull and propeller cleaning
systems. In 2002 a long-lasting,
non-toxic method of protecting ship
hulls was introduced into the market:
Ecospeed.
In 2013, after more than 10 years
of strenuous testing, Ecoshield was
launched for permanent protection

against cavitation damage for rudders.
In 2014 Ecolock was introduced - a
coating system designed to protect
offshore vessels for decades without
the need for drydocking. The latest
members of the family are Ecofix,
a superior, tested and proven filler

and Ecolast, a UV resistant coating
offering the full corrosion and
abrasion protection Subsea Industries
coatings are known for.
A full list of worldwide network of agents
can be found on the Subsea Industries
website www.subind.net/contact u
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Market News

Ocean Safety appoints Southern
Commercial Sales Manager

O

cean Safety, the Southamptonbased specialists in the
worldwide supply, distribution,
service and hire of marine safety
equipment, has appointed Matt Gruar as
Southern Commercial Sales Manager.
Mr Gruar will support the company’s
customers within the shipping, commercial
fishing, superyacht, ferry and shipbuilding
sectors in the busy south of England
region. He will work closely with existing
customers in the area while developing
new business opportunities, providing
Ocean Safety’s high level of customer
support and consultancy to tailor bespoke
safety specifications and fulfil personalised

solutions. The vast product portfolio at
Ocean Safety includes man-overboard
recovery equipment, SOLAS and nonSOLAS liferafts and lifejackets, and
lifesaving equipment for dockside areas.
He joins Ocean Safety from
Bainbridge International where he
was responsible for commercial and
industrial customers. With over 13
years’ experience in the marine industry
he brings a demonstrable track record in
sales and account management.
Ocean Safety’s Sales Director Mark
Acaster said: “I am delighted to welcome
Matt to Ocean Safety. He joins us at a
pivotal time for the business as we come

out of the difficult national lockdown.
His enthusiasm and drive will be vital
to our success this year and he will be a
huge asset to our sales team.” u

New GAC office in Shenzhen

G

AC has opened a new office
in Shenzhen, China as part of
its expansion plan. Having its
own Non-Vessel Operating Common
Carrier (NVOCC) license and Ship
Agency license, GAC (Shenzhen)
will handle the Group’s shipping and
logistics operations in South China.
GAC Shenzhen’s coverage extends
to the international airports in Shenzhen
and Guangzhou, as well as the main
logistics seaports including Yantian,
Shekou, Chiwan, Huangpu, Nansha,
Zhongshan, Foshan, Jiangmen, Guangxi,
Shantou, Zhanjiang, Zhuhai, Haikou,
Sanya, Macau and more.
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“Customers can enjoy greater
convenience and more cost-efficient
services with GAC Hong Kong acting
as a single contact point for access
to all ports in South China through
our office in Shenzhen,” says Maria
Lam, Managing Director of GAC Hong
Kong and GAC Shenzhen.
GAC Hong Kong was set up as the
GAC Group’s first operation in Asia in
1974. It is now one of the top three
ship agents and a leading logistics
services provider in Hong Kong and
across the Pearl River Delta.
Maria is optimistic that the Shenzhen
office will fortify GAC’s presence in South

China, in particular, Guangdong-Hong
Kong-Macau Greater Bay Area and put
the Group in a good position to take
advantage of the region’s development.
“Besides its role in the Belt and Road
Initiative, the Greater Bay Area is one
of China’s key maritime, aviation and
logistics hubs today. As a leading shipping
and logistics services provider with an
established foothold in Hong Kong and
South China, GAC is well placed to tap
into the multitude of opportunities that
the region presents.” u

Market News

Survitec unveils new anti-viral
face covering for maritime crew
protection

G

lobal safety solutions leader Survitec has unveiled a
new face covering with protective features designed
to reduce the spread of viral and bacterial infection,
helping maritime workers more confidently follow social
distancing rules.
Developed in cooperation with oil majors and asset owners,
Survitec Protect 360 is a hydrophilic snood-type face covering
that incorporates Polygiene ViralOff®, a self-cleaning textile
treatment technology proven to reduce 99% of known viruses
from adhering to material surfaces.
The Survitec Protect 360 has been tested to protect
against SARS-CoV-2, H3N2 and H1N1 and is compliant with
ISO18184:2019.
Christina Bracken, Survitec Product Category Manager,
Life-Saving Appliances, explained: “Conventional surgical
masks and N99-, N95- or N90-type face coverings are usually
disposable and uncomfortable to wear. Survitec Protect 360
is self-cleaning, reusable and washable – it can be machine
washed up to 15 times,” she said.
For greater comfort, Survitec’s new face covering uses
Lycra® Xtra™ Life. This ensures the face covering retains shape
and when combined with its added silicone band also provides
an important non-slip advantage, ensuring the covering
remains in place to mitigate against the risk of cross infection.
“Other virus protection masks on the market are
typically hydrophobic in that they are designed to provide
a barrier between the wearer and the microscopic water
particles and mucus splatter caught on the masks external
surface. This splatter can stay alive on the material,
going on to cause infection when the mask is touched or
removed,” said Bracken.
“However, the hydrophilic nature of Survitec Protect
360 will wick away moisture while an inner three-ply
laminate ensures any droplets are dispersed into the fabric
structure. Any bacteria and virus is “de-natured” within
two hours as per ISO18184:2019 requirements.
“The silver chloride treatment intrinsic to the material’s
anti-viral properties allows the face covering to be handled
without transferring the virus. Additionally, this means that
it is safe to dispose through the standard textile recycling
process,” Bracken said.
Survitec Technical Sales Manager, Mark Lutman said:
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“Survitec Protect 360 is compatible with marine and offshore
wearables and should be considered as a key addition to the
equipment offered to protect maritime and offshore workers,
including crews transferred to vessels, rigs and wind turbines
by helicopter.
“Disposable masks are not recommended for helicopter
passengers due to the risk of foreign object debris (FOD)
should rotor downdraught rip the mask from the wearer’s
face. However, the Survitec Protect 360 is suited to this
environment because of its snug fit and silicone band and is
designed specifically to be worn with marine and offshore
wearables.”
As of July 2020, the wearing of face coverings is
mandatory at all heliports, as per Scottish Government
regulations and endorsed by Step Change in Safety and Oil &
Gas UK (OGUK). The wearing of face coverings for outbound
and inbound flights are also mandatory.
Survitec Protect 360 is part of Survitec’s face covering
portfolio, which includes the Virustatic Shield that utilises
a Viruferrin™ coating and was introduced to the market in
April last year. This extended portfolio provides Survitec
customers with a choice of face covering style and antiviral technology. u

Play
Never mind the car: look at the headphones!
Focal and Bentley have teamed up again to create these: a pair of refined high-fidelity
headphones inspired by design elements of the EXP 100 GT concept car.
There are the copper accents, and the diamond lattice pattern, as well as the earcups crafted
in soft Pittards gloving leather.
These are engineered, developed and crafted in France.
Focal for Bentley Radiance Headphones
£1199
bentleymotors.com

Let The Tracker Take The Strain
The Vantage V2, from Finnish sport tech brand Polar, is a satisfyingly lightweight
and minimalist fitness tracker that takes a 360 approach to health.
As well as drilling down into your running, swimming and cycling sessions, it also
comes with tools that help you to identify if you’re straining yourself too hard –
helping you to avoid injuries and dispiriting setbacks.
Polar Vantage V2
£449
www.polar.com
Acknowledgement to Esquire Magazine

The Art of Re-invention
There are only a handful of living musicians who can continually reinvent themselves
year after year, and even fewer still who can claim to have maintained equal degrees of
innovation and excellence across a career spanning decades.
Pat Metheny is one of the few artists in the world who can lay claim to such a description.
On his 2021 album, ‘Road to the Sun’, Pat Metheny surprises us once again with his
seemingly endless ability to harvest new vistas while retaining the instantly recognisable
Metheny sound.
With two major new works, performed by five of the world ‘s leading guitarists, Metheny
charts a new way of obliterating boundaries between genres while simultaneously
unveiling new facets of an already expansive personal language.

20th Century Russian Piano Sonatas – a
true joy Ars Produktion ARS38581
On this her debut release, Russian pianist Anastasia Yasko presents a program
which covers a strong cross-section of piano sonatas by composers that were
active during the Soviet era.
Oddly enough, the piano sonata didn’t seem to be of much interest to Russian
composers until the onset of the 20th century.
Rachmaninov and more specifically Alexander Scriabin were the trailblazers that
instigated a resurgence of piano music within the Russian musical landscape.
This absence from the Russian musical scene is more than compensated for by
this truly joyful rendition of four 20th Century interpretations of the genre.
www.ars-produktion.de
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After Hours
Fine Dining comes to you
We all know Covid-19 has dealt an enormous blow to restaurants globally.
Diners have suffered too.
However there is a way round the present restrictions that is turning out to be more and
more appealing: fine dining brought to your home.
In UK, for example, the Michelin-starred restaurant Black Swan in Yorkshire is home to chef
Tommy Banks.
He launched food boxes with three-course menus during the first lockdown which allowed you
to recreate a fine-dining experience at home, and he’s offering the same service this time round.
The boxes include dishes like glazed spring lamb shoulder, smoked ham hock terrine, prime
salt-aged beef Wellington with dauphinoise potatoes and all come with a bottle of wine.
A simple on-line search where you are will reveal a whole host of restaurants ready to serve
you at home.
The Black Swan, Yorkshire, UK
www.tommybanks.co.uk

The Artful Dickens
Discover the tricks of a literary master in this essential guide to the fictional world of
Charles Dickens.
From Pickwick to Scrooge, Copperfield to Twist, how did Dickens find the perfect names
for his characters?
What was Dickens’s favourite way of killing his characters?
When is a Dickens character most likely to see a ghost?
Why is Dickens’s trickery only fully realised when his novels are read aloud?
In thirteen entertaining and wonderfully insightful essays, John Mullan explores the
literary machinations of Dickens’s eccentric genius, from his delight in clichés to his
rendering of smells and his outrageous use of coincidences.
A treat for all lovers of Dickens, this essential companion puts his audacity, originality
and brilliance on full display.
by John Mullan
Bloomsbury Publishing PLC

Tea & Taste
Hans Schabus‘s Cafe Hansi is an independent and functional spatial
work of art within the architecture of the mumok building.
It is open to visitors every last Thursday of every month from 6 to 9 pm.
When entering this café you walk into a mirrored interior with
metallic reliefs on the walls, and with a bar counter, a small kitchen,
and a toilet—whose water pipes connect Cafe Hansi directly with the
gray basalt museum building.
Above the entrance and on the outer walls, Schabus presents a
special collection of objects that he has been acquiring for more than
fifteen years. These include toy figures and music records, and are all
somehow called Hans.
Installation view, Hans Schabus, Cafe Hansi © Hans Schabus / Bildrecht
Wien, 2017. Photo: mumok / Lisa Rastl
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